Samples of Additional Information
(Teacher)
English is one of the most enchanting languages of all time. Being an English teacher would not
only allow me to indulge myself in the atmosphere of English but also grant me the opportunity
to foster our next generation. I relish the golden chance to fulfill my dream as a language teacher
by studying English at university.
In my secondary education, I have striven persistently to explore fields related to English and to
communicate in English so as to equip myself for the profession through academic and
non-academic involvement.

career goal
and
determination

As the president of the Conservancy Club, I was trained to have leadership, communication
skills and creativity. Once the team was united, all the difficulties could be solved much more
efficiently because all the committee members were engaged in the club and were willing to take
responsibility in every task. It was not as simple as it seemed - I could not afford to make a
single mistake because every member was counting on me. It made no sense for a leader to hold
back the schedule and to thus disappoint the people who had faith in me. My performance spoke
for itself, I managed to handle all the duties and coordinate more than 60 members to take part in
various activities. The most rewarding thing was that I helped to raise the members’
eco-awareness and their interest in participating in tasks related to conservancy. My confidence
has improved a lot through co-operating with others and solving problems with a clear mind.
personal

Being a member of the Health in Mind Club definitely inspired me to devote more care to the
needy and the poor in society. I joined many gatherings with the ex-mentally ill people, who
were indeed kind-hearted and optimistic. We had great fun playing games and chatting with each
other. We are friends now. They have recovered from the illnesses completely and there was no
disparity between them and anybody else. However, they are facing a tough time because some
people can still not accept them or even have hatred towards them. I truly believe that a man’s
dignity depends not upon his appearance but his character. Everyone has the right to be respected.
So society should show generous support to the ex-mentally ill person. People could also show
their concern to the less-privileged through active participation in community service projects.
They will also be able to contribute to society if they are given a chance to do so.
All the experiences during my secondary school life increased my determination to nurture the
students in the future and help them to develop proper value towards humanity.
I hope that the attributes of a sense of responsibility, willingness to collaborate with people, and
perseverance have laid a solid foundation for my pursuit in furthering my studies and career
aspirations. I am looking forward to a new journey.
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